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Dear Subscriber

Opportunity to hasten the inclusive transformation of our economy lies in private
sector investment into competitive industries. But capital has not always been
available to do so. Alternative investments have shown that not only is it an asset
class which can be directed to provide social impact, but it has the ability to show
resilience in volatile markets. Looking back ten years, here's why.

BOTH PRIVATE & PENSION CAPITAL CAN BOLSTER THE INCLUSIVE
TRANSFORMATION OF OUR ECONOMY
President Cyril Ramaphosa wrote an encouraging article which first appeared in the

Financial Times, outlining how the government plans to mobilise $100 billion in new
investment to vitalise the South African economy over the next five years. He says,
"Although apartheid ended more than two decades ago, its effects remain evident in the
social and economic structure of SA. An effort is required, therefore, to generate economic
growth, address shortcomings in infrastructure, stabilise the public finances, accelerate
employment and generally ensure that all South Africans reap the benefits of prosperity."
To summarise, the article paints South Africa as an attractive destination for longterm
capital investors and is well positioned as a springboard into the rest of Africa. Opportunity
to hasten the inclusive transformation of our economy lies in private sector investment into
competitive industries. In addition to improving structural weaknesses in the economy,
rebuilding investor confidence and restoring good governance in public institutions, the
government is enticing foreign investors through the new mining charter, modernising
agriculture, and leveraging private capital to build infrastructure. To further bolster the
inclusive transformation of our economy, steps are being taken to attract private sector
investment in competitive industries. An infrastructure fund prioritising the productive and
profitable building of roads, water, schools and public transport will leverage funds from
development finance institutions, multilateral development banks, and private lenders and
investors.
The alternative asset industry in South Africa is ideally situated to help realise the
economic stimulus plan. Increasing allocations to private equity, venture capital, and
private debt funds can have a real transformative effect on the local economy. These funds
generally back the country's middle market, in essence stimulating innovation, the job
market, improving health care, housing, education and infrastructure at a market rate of
return. The SA pension industry has more than R4 trillion AUM, meaning there should be
R400 billion available for investment into alternative assets. Currently, the total investment
into alternatives in South Africa is under 1% or less than R40 billion.
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Summit Africa is a majority black owned and managed, specialist Alternatives Investment Manager with a focus on

investing in Private Equity and unlisted Real Estate that delivers above-benchmark risk-adjusted ﬁnancial returns and
contributes meaningfully and measurably to the Social and Economic transformation and development of the local
community and South Africa as a whole.
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